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Shock absorbers can bend and crumple so the force of
the impact is absorbed. Think about when you jump from
a high place…you bend your legs to absorb the force,
otherwise your body would hurt from the impact! 

Parachutes spread out to grab the air as it drops, slowing
it down from the air resistance. 

Balance is important as well! Image if the lander arrived
safely at first, but tipped over at the end? Balance will also
help aim the lander.

Important aspects of a lander might include: 
Shock absorbers, balance, and air resistance.

     Today you will be planning, building, and testing your very own mini space lander!
The passengers will be pom poms who want to explore a new planet. Your goal is to
help the passengers land safely in the right spot (i.e. your target).

     Have you ever thought about landing on the moon or even another planet? How do
we get there? It is important to not only get to your correct destination, but we also
need to get there safely with a soft landing. How do we design a soft landing? This is
something that engineers at NASA work on every day!

     For this project you will be supplied with 5 index cards, 4 straws, scissors, tape,
packing paper, and a cup. You will also need five pom poms for passengers and a
ruler to measure how far you landed from the target. 
     How will you use these materials? There are no rules for what you need to do, other
than the cup and the pom poms must be used with the passengers uncovered. 

     Plan! You will have pom poms in a cup, but what is next? Will you fold up the cards
like an accordion or maybe stack the straws to act as shock absorbers? How about a
parachute to add air resistance and slow down the lander? 

This activity is intended for use by adults and children who can read and
follow directions and warnings. Adult supervision advised
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Directions :Directions :

     When you finish designing your planet lander, you will drop it from a height of three
feet. Your planet lander should land within a particular target area and contain the 
pom poms. Mark a spot on the ground that you will aim for. You will drop it a total 
of five times to check if the lander consistently keeps the passengers safe!

Planet LanderPlanet Lander
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Here is one example of a planet
lander we made with a parachute.
The index cards are spread out to
hold the parachute wide and air
vents are cut so the parachute
can catch the air. The parachute is
attached by straws.

index card
with vents
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target      

Notes and
Observations      

Number of safe
passengers      

Redesign Time!Redesign Time!

Increase Weight: 
Instead of 5 Pom-Poms,
can your planet lander
work with pebbles?

Increase Distance:
Instead of 3 feet, how
does your planet lander
work when dropped from
a greater distance (say,
6 feet)?

This activity is intended for use by adults and children who can read and
follow directions and warnings. Adult supervision advised

     Drop your planet lander five times
from the designated height. In your
data table, record the distance
between your planet lander and the
target location. Also record how many
pom pom passengers stayed within
your cup during each test. Write any
observations that might help you with
a redesign. 

     Review your data. What were your successes? Where are areas to be improved?
Using this data, rethink your lander design. You can ask for more (or different) materials
if you’d like. Once you have your lander redesigned, test again to see if your changes
yielded improvements with respect to safety (i.e. pom poms staying in your cup) and
accuracy (i.e. lander hitting your target). 

Crunching DataCrunching Data

Extra ChallengeExtra Challenge Super ChallengeSuper Challenge
Mega ChallengeMega Challenge

1- Toss Challenge: Can your
planet lander hit a lateral target
(as opposed to one straight
below)? How can you make
your planet lander move at an
angle in a controlled fashion?
2- Need For Speed: Instead of a
drop, what if your planet lander
experienced a downward push?
Can it slow down in time?


